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1.Introduction - Convolution

Li, Zewen, et al. "A survey of convolutional neural networks: analysis, applications, and prospects." IEEE transactions on neural networks 

(2021)

LeCun et al. proposed LeNet-5 in 1998, CNN 

trained with the backpropagation algorithm.

Dilated  & Deformable convolution kernel.

CNN has been making

brilliant achievements, which 

have become one of the most

representative neural 

networks.



1.Introduction - Attentional Mechanism (Neural machine translation)

Luong, Thang et al. “Effective Approaches to Attention-based Neural Machine Translation.” EMNLP 2015.

I like to order a pizza because I’m hungry.

나는지금배가고파서피자주문하고싶다나는지금배가고파서피자주문하고싶다.

I like to order a pizza because I’m hungry.Neural machine translation a 

stacking recurrent architecture for 

translating a source sequence.

Attention Weights(Hard/Soft)

stacked multiple layers of an RNN(Attentional vectors.



1.Introduction – Self-Attention + Multi-Head Attention

Learning long-range dependencies is a key 

challenge in many sequence transduction 

tasks(RNN). As side benefit, self-attention could 

yield more interpretable models. We inspect 

attention distributions from our models.

The first sequence transduction model based 

entirely on attention, replacing the recurrent 

layers most commonly used in encoder-decoder 

architectures with multi-headed self-attention.

A. Vaswani et al. “Attention is All you Need.”, NeurIPS, 2017.



1.Introduction - Transformer

Han, Kai, et al. "A survey on vision transformer." IEEE TPAMI 2022.

Both GPT(Generative Pre-trained Transformer) 

and BERT(Bidirectional Encoder Representations 

Transformer) models are based 

on the Transformer architecture



1.Introduction - Convolution vs Self-Attention (Module)

Convolution is efficient in memory and 

compute.

Local connectivity can lead to loss of 

global context.

Bad at long sequences(Need to stack 

many conv layers for outputs to “see” 

the whole sequence).

Transformers are flexible and attend to 

information at various distances away 

from Patch.

Good at long sequences

- output sees “all” inputs.

Dynamic w.r.t input

- output “sees” inputs adaptively.

Very memory-intensive

It is difficult for ConvNets to capture long-term dependencies, while self-attention layers are global.

S Tuli et al., “Are Convolutional Neural Networks or Transformers more like human vision?,” CogSci, 2021. 



1.Introduction - Convolution vs Transformer (Architecture)

Wang, Wenhai, et al. "Pyramid vision transformer: A versatile backbone for dense prediction without convolutions.“ ICCV 2021.

Patch Embedding



1.Introduction – CNN+Transformer

Srinivas, Aravind, et al. "Bottleneck transformers for visual recognition." CVPR 2021.

By just replacing the spatial convolutions with global 

self-attention in the final three bottleneck blocks of a 

ResNet and no other changes.



1.Introduction – PoolFormer, CVPR 2022 (Oral)

Srinivas, Aravind, et al. "Bottleneck transformers for visual recognition." CVPR 2021.



2.Motivation - Token Mixer is all you need? 

What is the success of Transformers? Our answer is the general architecture MetaFormer.

Transformers have shown great potential in computer vision tasks. A common belief is their attention-

based token mixer module contributes most to their competence.

Based on this observation, we hypothesize that the general architecture of the Transformers, instead 

of the specific token mixer module, is more essential to the model’s performance.

“MetaFormer”, a general architecture abstracted from Transformers without specifying the token mixer.



2.Motivation -Token Mixer is all you need?

GFNet(NeurIPS 2021), MLP Mixer(NeurIPS 2021), ShiftViT(AAAI2022), DynaMixer(ICML 2022)



3.Method - PoolFormer

K is the pooling size

We exploit an embarrassingly simple non-parametric 

operator, pooling, to conduct extremely basic token mixing. 



3.Method - Configurations of different PoolFormer models.

There are two groups of embedding size

1) small-sized models with embedding dimensions 

of 64, 128, 320, and 512 responding to the four 

stages 

2) medium-sized models with embedding 

dimensions 96, 192, 384, and 768.



4.Experiments – ImageNet-1K

All these models are only trained 

on the ImageNet-

1K training set and the accuracy 

on the validation set is reported.

Surprisingly, despite the simple 

pooling token mixer, 

PoolFormers can still achieve 

highly competitive performance 

compared with CNNs and other 

MetaFormer.

PoolFormers can still achieve 

highly competitive

performance compared with 

CNNs and other MetaFormer like

models.,



4.Experiments – Grad-CAM

Grad-CAM activation maps of the models 

trained on ImageNet-1K. The visualized 

images are from validation set.



4.Experiments – Ablation Study

We observe that PoolFormer obtains saturated after around 2000 epochs with a top-1 accuracy improvement of 1.8%.



5.Conclusion and future work

We deliberately specify token mixer as extremely simple pooling for MetaFormer. 

It is found that the derived PoolFormer model can achieve competitive performance on different vision tasks, which well 

supports that “MetaFormer is actually what you need for vision”.

We will further evaluate PoolFormer under more different learning settings, such as self-supervised

learning and transfer learning. Moreover, it is interesting to see whether PoolFormer still works on NLP tasks

We hope that this work can inspire more future research devoted

to improving the fundamental architecture MetaFormer 

instead of paying too much attention to the token mixer modules.

The PoolFormer can readily serve as a good starting 

baseline for future MetaFormer architecture design



5.MetaFormer Baselines for Vision (Arxiv – 2022.12.22)

Yu, Weihao, et al. "Metaformer baselines for vision." arXiv 2022.

Overall frameworks of IdentityFormer, RandFormer, 

ConvFormer and CAFormer.



5.MetaFormer Baselines for Vision (Arxiv – 2022.12.22)

Yu, Weihao, et al. "Metaformer baselines for vision." arXiv 2022.

CAFormer sets new record on 

ImageNet-1K. By simply applying 

depthwise separable convolutions as 

token mixer in the bottom stages and 

vanilla self-attention in the top 

stages, the resulting model 

CAFormer sets a new record on

ImageNet-1K



5.RIFormer - Removing Token Mixer (CVPR 2023)

Wang, Jiahao, et al. "RIFormer: Keep Your Vision Backbone Effective While Removing Token Mixer.” CVPR 2023.

RepIdentityFormer base on the re-parameterizing 

idea, to study the token mixer free model architecture.

Motivated by their considerable latency 

cost. We observe that appropriate 

optimization strategy can effectively

help a token mixer-free model learn 

useful knowledge from another model.



Thanks 
Any Questions?
You can send mail to 

Susang Kim(healess1@gmail.com)

mailto:healess1@gmail.com
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